Great Books for Toddlers

These books are listed by author and can be found under that author's last name in the indicated section of the library.

**Board Books:**
Alborough, Jez: Hug
Baruzzi, A.: Look, Look Again
Doodler, Todd: Animal Soup: A Mixed-Up Alphabet Flap Book
Dunrea, Olivier: Gossie
Hills, Tad: Duck and Goose series
Muldrow, Diane: How Do Lions Say I Love You?
Stickland, P.: Dinosaur Colors
Willems, Mo: Who Says That, Cat the Cat?
Yoon, Salina: Space Walk

**Concept Books:**
Baker, Keith: Big Fat Hen

**Picture Books:**
Banks, Kate: Max's Words
Boynton, Sandra: Belly Button Book (Audio)
Butler, J.: Ten in the Meadow
Carle, Eric: Mister Seahorse
Cimarusti, Marie Torres: Peek-a-Choo-Choo
Cousins, Lucy: Hooray for Fish
Dunrea, O.: Jasper & Joop
Fleming, D.: In the Small, Small Pond
Freedman, Claire: Stories for 2 Year Olds
Fox, Mem: Time for Bed
Garcia, Emma: Tip Tip Dig Dig
Martin, Bill: Here Are My Hands
Riley, L. A.: Mouse Mess
Rinker, Sherri Duskey: Goodnight Goodnight Construction Site
Rosen, Michael: We're Going on a Bear Hunt
Tafuri, Nancy: Silly Little Goose
Thomas, Jan: Can You Make a Scary Face?: Rhyming Dust Bunnies
Wood, A.: The Napping House
Yolen, Jane: How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight?

**Nonfiction:**
Rosen, Michael: A Great Big Cuddle: Poems for the Very Young - 821.914 R8132g

**Toddler Take-Alongs:**
We have cool kits called toddler take-alongs in the kits section to help your toddler grow and learn. These kits are filled with books, CDs, and/or DVDs that are designed to encourage childhood development. Ask a librarian for more information about toddler take-alongs!